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Istruzioni per l’uso

Il testo della mozione affidato al Parlamento dalla Commissione INTA è stato letto, analizzato e
emendato punto per punto, in coerenza con le posizioni delle Piattaforme europee Stop TTIP cui
Fairwatch aderisce
Ogni punto, per questo, potrebbe essere trasformato in emendamento.
Vi raccomandiamo, come prioritarie, le seguenti note
2. Sulla recente posizione di contrarietà al TTIP – in particolare su ISDS e Cooperazione regolatoria espressa da un consistente numero di relatori speciali delle Nazioni Unite
4. Su TTIP e Piccole e medie imprese
7. sulla perdita di mercato interno già quantificata anche nelle analisi d’impatto pro-TTIP
11. sugli impatti del TTIP
16. sull’ISDS
24. e 44. sulla liberalizzazione dei servizi
33. sulla cooperazione regolatoria
38. sullo sviluppo sostenibile
40. sulla facilitazione del commercio dei combustibili fossili
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MOTION FOR A EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT RESOLUTION

containing the European Parliament’s recommendations to the Commission on the negotiations for the
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)

(2014/2228(INI))

The European Parliament,

–
having regard to the EU directives for the negotiations for the Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership (TTIP) between the EU and the US, unanimously adopted by the Council on 14 June 2013[1]and
declassified and made public by the Council on 9 October 2014,

–
having regard to articles 168 to 191 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, and in
particular to the precautionary principle enshrined in article 191(2),

–

having regard to the Joint Statement of the EU-US Summit of 26 March 2014[2],

–
having regard to the joint statement of the 20th of March by Commissioner Cecilia Malmström and US
Trade Representative Michael Froman regarding the exclusion of public services in EU and US trade
agreements,

–

having regard to the Council Conclusion on TTIP of 20 March 2015,

–

having regard to the Council conclusions on TTIP of 21 November 2014[3],

–
having regard to the joint statement of 16 November 2014 by US President Barack Obama,
Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker, European Council President Herman Van Rompuy, UK Prime
Minister David Cameron, German Chancellor Angela Merkel, French President François Hollande, Italian
Prime Minister Matteo Renzi and Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy, following their meeting on the
margins of the G20 Summit in Brisbane, Australia[4],

–

having regard to the European Council conclusions of 26-27 June 2014[5],

–
having regard to President Juncker’s political guidelines of 15 July 2014 addressed to the next
Commission of and entitled ‘A New Start for Europe: My Agenda for Jobs, Growth, Fairness and Democratic
Change’[6],

–
having regard to the Commission’s communication to the College of the Commission of 25 November
2014 on transparency in TTIP negotiations (C(2014)9052)[7], to the Commission decisions of 25 November
2014 on the publication of information on meetings held between Members of the Commission and
organisations or self-employed individuals (C(2014)9051) and on the publication of information on
meetings held between Directors-General of the Commission and organisations or self-employed
individuals (C(2014)9048), to the judgements and opinions of the Court of Justice of the European Union (C350/12 P, 2/13 (2), 1/09 (3))) on access to documents of the institutions and the 6th of January 2015
decision of the European Ombudsman closing her own-initiative inquiry (OI/10/2014/RA) concerning the
European Commission on dealing with requests for information and access to documents (Transparency),

–

having regard to the joint statement of 3 December 2014 by the EU-US Energy Council[8],

–

having regard to the EU integrated approach to food safety (‘farm to fork’) established in 2004[9],

–
having regard to the Commission report of 13 January 2015 on the online public consultation on
investment protection and investor-to-state dispute settlement (ISDS) in the TTIP (SWD(2015)0003),

–
having regard to the EU’s textual proposals tabled for discussion with the US in the TTIP negotiating
rounds, in particular those which have been declassified and made public by the Commission, inter alia the
EU position papers entitled ‘TTIP regulatory issues - engineering industries’[10] , ’Test–case on functional
equivalence: proposed methodology for automotive regulatory equivalence’[11] , and ‘Trade and
sustainable development chapter/labour and environment: EU paper outlining key issues and elements for
provisions in the TTIP’[12] , and the textual proposals on technical barriers to trade (TBT)[13] , sanitary and
phytosanitary measures (SPS)[14] , customs and trade facilitation[15] , small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs)[16] , possible provisions on competition[17] , possible provisions on state enterprises and
enterprises granted special or exclusive rights or privileges[18] , possible provisions on subsidies[19] , and
dispute settlement[20] , initial provisions on regulatory cooperationa[21],

–
having regard to the opinion on "The Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)" of the
Committee of the Regions (ECOS-V-063) adopted during the 110th plenary session (11-13 February 2015),

and to the 4th June 2014 opinion of the European Economic and Social Committee on "Transatlantic trade
relations and the EESC's views on an enhanced cooperation and eventual EU-USA FTA",

–
having regard to the Final Inception Report of 28 April 2014 by ECORYS for the Commission entitled
‘Trade Sustainability Impact Assessment (Trade SIA) in support of negotiations of a comprehensive trade
and investment agreement between the European Union and the United States of America’[22],

–

having regards to the Commission's 2015 report on Trade and Investment Barriers,[23]

–
having regard to the ‘Detailed Appraisal of the European Commission’s Impact Assessment on EU-US
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership’ published on April 2014 by CEPS for the Parliament,

–
having regard to its earlier resolutions, in particular those of 23 October 2012 on trade and economic
relations with the United States[24] , 23 May 2013 on EU trade and investment negotiations with the
United States of America[25], and 15 January 2015 on the annual report on the activities of the European
Ombudsman 2013[26] ,

–

having regard to Rules 108(4) and 52 of its Rules of Procedure,

–
having regard to the report of the Committee on International Trade and the opinions of the
Committee on Foreign Affairs, the Committee on Development, the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs, the Committee on Employment and Social Affairs, the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Food Safety, the Committee on Industry, Research and Energy, the Committee on the Internal Market
and Consumer Protection, the Committee on Agriculture and Rural Development, the Committee on
Culture and Education, the Committee on Legal Affairs, the Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home
Affairs, the Committee on Constitutional Affairs, and the Committee on Petitions (A8-0000/2015),
(ADD)- "having regard to Articles 168 and 191 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, and
in particular to the precautionary principle in Article 191(2),"
1. va ricordato in ogni sede il Principio di precauzione
(ADD) - having regard to the 97% negative responses to the Commission report of 13January 2015 on the
online public consultation on investment protection and investor-to-state dispute settlement
(ISDS) in the TTIP (SWD(2015)0003),
1.a. Questa della pubblica consultazione è una procedura ufficiale che fa precedente, ma che si vuole
rimuovere a tutti i costi

(ADD) - having regard to the statement issued by UN experts which express concern about the secret nature
of drawing up and negotiating many of these agreements and the potential adverse impact of these
agreements on human rights i
2. Un impressionante numero di relatori speciali delle Nazioni Unite iisu diritti umani, legalità, acqua, diritto
al cibo e disabilità è preoccupato degli effetti sulla democrazia, la coesione delle istituzioni internazionali e
la legalità che il TTIP può avere se implementato, considerato che lo stesso negoziato – affermano – ha
avuto un “effetto gelo” su alcune normative riguardanti l’ambiente, la sicurezza alimentare, l’accesso ai
farmaci essenziali, la riduzione dell’uso del tabacco e l’innalzamento del salario minimo.
A. whereas exports through trade and growth through investments, under specific conditions of social
and environmental sustainability in Europe and in the Global South, are key drivers of jobs and economic
growth which do not require government investments;
3. Questo è un tema ricorrente anche nelle raccomandazioni dell’Unctad, l’agenzia delle Nazioni Unite che
lavora su commercio e sviluppo (la prima volta se ne parla nel Trade and development report 2013 iii):
modellare le economie nazionali e regionali sulle esportazioni sbilanciandole, come sta succedendo all’Italia
che è in deficit nella bilancia commerciale da almeno tre anni, le rende più vulnerabili, con costi sociali ed
ambientali spesso più pesanti dei benefici previsto
B. whereas the EU’s GDP is heavily dependent on trade and export and benefits from trade and investment
based on rules and whereas an ambitious and balanced agreement with the US should support the
reindustrialisation of Europe and help to achieve the 2020 target for an increase in the EU’s GDP generated
by industry from 15% to 20% by strengthening trans-atlantic trade in both goods and services; whereas it
has the potential to create opportunities especially for SMEs, micro enterprises (in accordance with the
definition of Recommendation COM 2003/361/CE, clusters and enterprise networks which suffer
disproportionally more from non-tariff barriers (NTBs) than larger companies, as the latter have economies
of scale that allow them easier access to markets on both sides of the Atlantic; whereas an agreement
between the two biggest economic blocs in the world has the potential to create standards, norms and
rules, which will be adopted at a global level, which would serve to the advantage of third countries as well
and which would prevent a further fragmentation of world trade; whereas failure to negotiate an
agreement will allow other third countries with different standards and values to assume this role instead;
4. I benefici per le piccole e medie imprese provenienti dal TTIP sono tutti da provare, come abbiamo già
avuto modo di spiegare su Il fatto quotidiano iv
Il TTIP non è la sede per la discussione degli standard che trovano migliore sede e storie di successo presso
la piattaforma internazionale di standardizzazione ISO standards, presso la United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe’s (UNECE), presso il World Forum for Harmonisation of Vehicle Regulations (WP.29),
presso il Codex Alimentarius per quanto riguarda i prodotti agricoli. Quelli sono Fora esistenti all’interno dei
quali, a livello multilaterale, si può prevenire anche l’escalation di standard peggiorativi.
E’ importante ricordare che nei testi legali relativi alla cooperazione regolatoria, al primo capitolo si ricorda
che è la facilitazione degli scambi, e non il rafforzamento degli standard né la promozione di una maggiore
qualità dei prodotti, dei diritti o dell’ambiente lo scopo di quell’esercizio che sarebbero, dunque, criteri
ignorati all’interno di qualsiasi standard negoziato all’interno del TTIP, come regolarmente avviene nei
negoziati WTO (out of scope criteria)

C. whereas nine Member States of the European Union have already signed a bilateral agreement with
the USA, which should be jointly assessed in a specific third part impact assessment, so allowing TTIP to
take inspiration from good practice and better enable the obstacles encountered by these Member States
to be overcome;
5. Gli impatti dei BITs esistenti non sono mai stati valutati a fondo, e soprattutto non sono mai stati valutati
in parallelo, analizzando il loro influsso sulla qualità e coesione del Mercato europeo comune. Giova
sottolineare che sono BITs che gli USA hanno con Paesi di nuova accessione (Bulgaria, Croazia, Repubblica
Ceca, Estonia, Lettonia, Lituania, Polonia, Romania e Slovacchia) e che almeno la metà hanno di essi perso
contro gli Usa cause legate alla clausola ISDS in essi contenuta v.
D. whereas the recent crises on the EU's borders and developments around the world show the need to
invest in global governance and a system based on rules and values;
6. Corretto. E allora perché non rafforzare le sedi multilaterali sotto l’egida delle Nazioni Unite quali ILO,
Unctad, Fao, UNFCCC come chiesto dalla Società civile, invece di indebolirle surrettiziamente avocando
potere decisionale sulle loro competenze normative e regolatorie non vincolanti per via commerciale,
oltremodo vincolanti?
E. whereas, given the growing interconnectedness of global markets -up to 40% of European industrial
products are manufactured from imported upstream products- it is crucial that policy makers shape and
promote the interaction of markets without undermining the possibility of European internal market to
develop due to trade diversion; whereas, since industrial production will increasingly take place in global
value chains and whereas proper trade rules and removing unnecessary barriers are fundamental to
creating added value while maintaining and developing a strong, competitive and diversified industrial base
in Europe;
7. E’ importante ricordare che anche nella analisi sugli impatti del TTIP condotta dalla Bertelsmann
Foundation, che ha prodotto stime tra le più ottimistiche sugli impatti dell'accordo, si spiega che i maggiori
flussi commerciali tra Paesi della Ue e Usa indebolirebbe il commercio intra-europeo sensibilmente. Con
contrazioni dei flussi attuali fino, ad esempio, del 30% in meno di esportazioni dell’Italia verso la Germania
(trade diversion, p. 14 e segg) vi
F. whereas EU's attempts to deal with the challenges of climate change, environmental protection and
consumer safety have resulted in high regulatory costs for EU enterprises, coupled with high energy
feedstock and electricity prices, which must be addressed in EU sectorial policies and international
appropriate governance fora as UNFCCC, FAO, UNCTAD, to avoid worst side effects such as - if left
unaddressed in TTIP delocalization, deindustrialization and job losses thereby threatening EU
reindustrialization and employment targets, that will also defeat the very policy targets that EU regulations
seek to achieve;
8. Vedi sopra alla lettera D. Usa e UE sono entrambi membri dell’Organizzazione mondiale del commercio,
dove si possono addirittura promuovere cause anti- dumping al Dispute Settlement Body
G. whereas a well-designed trade agreement could contribute to harnessing the opportunities of
globalisation. Whereas a strong and ambitious trade agreement should not only focus on reducing tariffs
and NTBs but should also be a tool to protect workers, consumers and the environment; whereas a strong
and ambitious trade agreement is an opportunity to create a framework by strengthening regulation to the

highest level, in line with our shared values, thereby preventing social and environmental dumping and
ensuring a high level of consumer protection in light of the shared objective of open competition on a levelplaying field, without undermining the role of international institutions as UNCTAD, ILO or UN convention as
UNFCCC and CBD in ensuring it;
9. Non si può stressare la vocazione di un trattato commercial pretendendo di risolvere attraverso di esso
problemi di cattivo sviluppo. Si ricorda che il Doha Development Round, round di negoziati multilaterali
commerciali lanciato all’indomani degli attentati alle Torri gemelle proprio con lo slogan di far ripartire lo
sviluppo, è particolarmente incagliato proprio nei capitoli che lo riguardano vii
H. whereas even though, common high standards are in the interest of consumers, it should be recognised
that convergence also makes sense for businesses, as the higher costs stemming from higher standards may
be better compensated by increased economies of scale in a potential market of 850 million consumers;
10.
Indicizzare la protezione dei consumatori ai possibili guadagni è pericolosissimo, a livello di
principio, perché si afferma il principio largamente praticato negli Usa “prodotti qualitativamente poveri per
consumatori poveri”, permettendo così la circolazione di merci, soprattutto alimentari, al limite della
dannosità viii
10a. Prevedere una compensazione dell'aumento dei costi con l'apertura di un mercato più ampio è un
gioco previsionale pericoloso, che non tiene conto dell'effetto di trade diversion e quindi della possibile
diminuzione degli scambi interni. La sommatoria tra scambi intraUE e extraUE non necessariamente può
essere considerata aritmetica.
I. whereas previous trade agreements have shown significant benefits for the European economy, it is
difficult to assess the real impact of TTIP on both the EU and US economies and to predict while
negotiations are ongoing and studies show contradictory results; whereas TTIP alone will not resolve
longstanding structural economic problems and their underlying causes in the EU but should be seen as an
element in a broader European strategy to create jobs and growth, and expectations for TTIP should be
commensurate with the level of ambition that will be reached in the negotiations;
11. Se gli studi sono contraddittori – e lo sono – non ha senso maturare aspettative positive sul TTIP. Tra
l'altro secondo un report della Corte dei Conti europea del 2014 ix una non corretta interpretazione delle
stime di impatto ex-ante e la mancanza di stime ex-post non permettono né hanno permesso un'accurata
analisi sui costi-benefici degli accordi di libero scambio, soprattutto per gli impatti sociali. A nostro avviso
sarebbe più importante praticare altre strade come rafforzare la cooperazione normativa nel setting attuale,
rafforzare le sedi multilaterali e garantire una migliore programmazione, complementarietà, sostenibilità e
coesione in Europa a livello di mercato interno.
J. whereas the consequences of the Russian embargo have clearly demonstrated the continuous
geopolitical relevance of agriculture, the importance of having access to a range of different agricultural
markets and the need for strong and strategic trade partnerships with reliable trade partners;
12. L’embargo contro la Russia ha messo in luce la dipendenza fortissima di molta parte del Made in Italy
dall’importazione di energia e materia prima da quel Paese e dall’area. Ci dobbiamo domandare perché.
Molti produttori italiani hanno recuperato competitività negli anni dell’Euro forte mollando i produttori di
materia prima e semilavorati italiani ed europei – pensiamo alle pelli, ai cereali, alle carni per gli insaccati, al
legname, tra gli altri – legandosi al mercato est-europeo x. Quella competitività accresciuta a livello di export

è stata pagata con una crescente desertificazione territoriale e regionale. E’ un modello che va ripensato,
anche secondo Confindustria xi
K whereas it is important for European agriculture to secure a mutually beneficial trade deal with the US
in order to advance Europe’s position as a key player on the global market without jeopardising the current
quality standards of European agricultural products and future improvement of those standards, while
preserving the European agricultural model and ensuring its economic and social viability, and that it must
primarily be ensured in multilateral fora such as FAO and UNCTAD;
13. Ribadiamo l’importanza di non indebolire le sedi delle Nazioni Unite dove più propriamente si dibatte di
agricoltura e di commercio, in particolare della Fao dove, a seguito della recente riforma, si sperimenta con
il CFS un modello avanzato di governance multi-costituencies xii.
L. whereas trade and investment flows are not an end in themselves and the well-being of ordinary
citizens, workers and consumers as well as increased opportunities for business as drivers of growth and
jobs are the benchmarks for a trade agreement; whereas TTIP should be considered a model for a good
trade agreement responding to these requirements in order to serve as an example for our future
negotiations with other trade partners;
14, Il TTIP non è un negoziato commerciale-modello, ma un bollito misto complesso e contraddittorio che
non serve le ragioni del buon commercio, come hanno sottolineato gli stessi esperti delle Nazioni Unite
M. whereas a certain degree of confidentiality is required in negotiations in order to achieve a high quality
outcome, and the limited level of transparency in which the negotiations have been conducted in the past
has led to deficiencies in terms of democratic control of the negotiation process; Whereas authoritative
international trade fora as WTO publish all negotiating texts, once consolidated, in their official websites
15.
Sono oltre 15 anni che si negoziano trattati commerciali in sede WTO e tutti i testi sono accessibili
via web attraverso il gateway dei documenti, una volta classificati e consolidati a questo indirizzo
https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/docs_e.htm
N. whereas President Juncker has clearly reiterated in his Political Guidelines that he wants a balanced and
reasonable trade agreement with the United States and that - while the EU and the US can go a significant
step further in recognising each other’s product standards and working towards transatlantic standards- the
EU will not sacrifice its (food)-safety, health, animal health, social, environmental, and data protection
standards and cultural diversity; recalling that the safety of the food we eat, the protection of Europeans’
personal data and its services of general interest are non-negotiable unless the aim is to achieve a higher
level of protection;

O. whereas it is important to ensure a satisfactory conclusion of the negotiations on the Safe Harbor and
the Data Protection Umbrella Agreement;

P. whereas President Juncker has also clearly stated in his political guidelines, that he will not accept that
the jurisdiction of courts in the Member States is limited by special regimes for investment disputes;
whereas now that the results of the public consultation on investment protection and ISDS in the TTIP are

available, a reflection process- taking account of the contributions-is currently being undertaken within and
between the three institutions, while exchanging with civil society and the business sector, on the best way
to achieve investment protection and equal treatment of investors while ensuring states’ right to regulate;

Q. whereas Parliament fully supports both the decision of the Council to declassify the negotiation
directives and the Commission’s transparency initiative; whereas the lively public debate across Europe on
TTIP has shown the need for the TTIP negotiations to be concluded in a more transparent and inclusive
manner taking into account the concerns voiced by European citizens and communicating the negotiation
results to the general public;

R. whereas since July 2013 talks between the US and the EU have been going on, but up to now no
common text has been agreed;

S. whereas TTIP is expected to be a mixed agreement requiring ratification by the European Parliament
and all 28 EU Member States;

(ADD) T. whereas, since judicial systems both in the European Union and in the United States of America
function effectively, there is no need for any private investor state dispute settlement mechanisms in this
agreement;
16. Noi pensiamo che un meccanismo di ISDS tra Paesi avanzati, entrambi membri dell’Organizzazione
Mondiale del Commercio sia superfluo perché se gli Stati, o interessi di parte che abbiano rilevanza
nazionale, debbono essere protetti, debbono poter bastare i tribunali ordinari o, extrema ratio, il Dispute
Settlement Body della Wto.

1. Addresses, in the context of the ongoing negotiations on TTIP, the following recommendations to the
Commission:

(a) regarding the scope and the broader context:

(i)
to ensure that transparent TTIP negotiations lead to an ambitious, comprehensive and balanced
trade and investment agreement of a high standard that would promote sustainable growth with shared
benefits across Member States, with mutual and reciprocal benefits between the partners, increase
international competitiveness and open up new opportunities for EU companies, in particular SMEs,
support the creation of high-quality jobs for European citizens, directly benefit European consumers; the
content and the implementation of the agreement are more important than the speed of the negotiations;
to stress that the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) is the most significant recent EU-US

project and should reinvigorate the transatlantic partnership as a whole, beyond its trade aspects; to
emphasise that its successful conclusion is of high geopolitical importance;
17 a. Vedi nota 14
17. Il vero successo geopolitico Usa e Ue lo otterrebbero promuovendo una vera governance multilaterale
democratica, non un tavolo Tête à tête quando, d’altro canto, entrambi tentano la via bilaterale con altri
partners strategici come Cina, India e sponda pacifica(ii)
to emphasise that while the TTIP negotiations
consist of negotiations on three main areas – ambitiously improving reciprocal market access (for goods,
services, investment and public procurement at all levels of government), reducing NTBs and enhancing the
compatibility of regulatory regimes, and developing common rules to address shared global trade
challenges and opportunities – all these areas are equally important and need to be included in a
comprehensive package; TTIP should be ambitious and binding on all levels of government on both sides of
the Atlantic, the agreement should lead to lasting genuine market openness on a reciprocal basis and trade
facilitation on the ground, and should pay particular attention to structural measures to achieve greater
transatlantic cooperation while upholding regulatory standards and consumer protection and preventing
social, fiscal and environmental dumping;
18. Noi pensiamo (e sosteniamo da anni in sede Wto) che i negoziati commerciali debbano essere leggeri,
occuparsi di commercio (trade facilitation), e non spingere verso la mercificazione di diritti essenziali
attraverso l’allargamento di queste politiche a settori come le politiche del lavoro, l’agricoltura, i beni
ambientali e i servizi che andrebbero affrontati in una cornice legale (legal framework) che tenga conto di
dimensioni più complesse quali i diritti umani, la sovranità alimentare, la sostenibilità a livello sociale e
ambientale.
(iii)
to keep in mind the strategic importance of the EU-US economic relationship in general and of TTIP
in particular, inter alia as an opportunity to promote the principles and values, anchored in a rules-based
framework, that the EU and the US share and cherish and to design a common approach and vision to
global trade, investment and trade-related issues such as high standards, norms and regulations, in order to
develop a broader transatlantic vision and a common set of strategic goals; to bear in mind that given the
size of the transatlantic market, TTIP is an opportunity to shape and regulate the international trade order
in order to ensure that both blocs thrive in an interconnected world;
19. v. note 6 e 13
(iv)
to ensure, especially given the recent positive developments taking place in the World Trade
Organisation (WTO), that an agreement with the US serves as a stepping-stone for broader trade
negotiations and is not pre-empting or counteracting the WTO process; bilateral and plurilateral trade
agreements should generally speaking be considered as a second-best option and must not prevent efforts
made in order to reach significant improvements on the multilateral level; TTIP must ensure synergies with
other trade agreements currently being negotiated;

(v)
to bear in mind that the TFEU defines EU trade policy as an integral part of the Union’s overall
external action and, therefore, to evaluate the implications of the final agreement, acknowledging
opportunities, such as easier market access due to common trans-Atlantic standards, and risks, such as
trade diversion from developing countries due to tariff preference erosion;

(vi)
to ensure that the agreement guarantees full respect for EU fundamental rights standards through
the inclusion of a legally binding and suspensive human rights clause as a standard part of EU trade
agreements with third countries;

(b)

regarding market access:

(i)
to ensure that the market access offers in the different areas are reciprocal, equally ambitious and
reflect both parties’ expectations, underlines that the different proposals for those areas must be balanced;
20. Vedi nota 18
(ii)
to aim at the elimination of all unmotivated tariff duties while respecting that there are a number
of sensitive agricultural and industrial products on both sides for which exhaustive lists will have to be
agreed upon during the negotiation process; noting that CETA could be a good point of reference in this
regard to foresee for the most sensitive products appropriate transitional periods and quotas and in few
cases their exclusion;
21. Ci sono tariffe che hanno delle ragioni importanti di protezione del mercato interno, della sostenibilità di
interi settori, ma anche della tipicità e dei diritti dei territori e dei cittadini che non debbono essere rimosse
se non dopo un’attenta valutazione d’impatto multidimensionale, che tenga conto dei possibili impatti
commerciali, ma anche ambientali e sociali della loro eventuale eliminazione.
Il CETA presenta gli stessi livelli di criticità sistemica e di modello del TTIP, quindi per noi andrà respinto da
parte del Parlamento europeo, perché non funzioni da porta di servizio per il TTIP e simili misure.
(iii)
make every effort to have a safeguard clause incorporated into the agreement, as is clearly set out
in the negotiating mandate, which would be invoked where a rise in imports of a particular product
threatened to cause serious harm to domestic food production;
22. La clausola di salvaguardia va estesa dal settore alimentare ad altri settori sensibili, almeno per l’Italia
(iv)
to keep in mind that as the EU is the largest trading bloc worldwide there are important offensive
interests for the EU in the highly specialised services sector, for instance in the area of engineering and
other professional services, telecommunication, financial or transport services;
23. E’ pericoloso affidare al TTIP la facilitazione della mobilità professionale (mode 4 del GATS e simili) tra
Usa e Ue, stante le attuali e radicali differenze nella formazione del curriculum professionale, soprattutto in
presenza della costante emorragia di personale specializzato e competenze che si verifica da molti anni dai
nostril Paesi. Va affidata ad uno specifico negoziato di mutuo riconoscimento accademico e professionale e
non negoziata in sede TTIP, poco accessibile agli organismi normativi e legislativi ma sensibile – per ragion di
commercio – alle esigenze dei portatori d’interesse
(v)
to increase market access for services according to a "hybrid list approach", using for market access
"positive lists", whereby services that are to be opened up to foreign companies are explicitly mentioned

and new services are excluded while ensuring that possible stand-still and ratchet clauses only apply to nondiscrimination provisions and allow for enough flexibility to bring services of general economic interest back
into public control as well as to take into account the emergence of new and innovative services and using
"negative list approach" for national treatment";
24. Da sempre ci opponiamo all’inclusione dei servizi nei negoziati commerciali internazionali, tanto da aver
appoggiato le campagne contro l’ampliamento del GATS, la direttiva Bolkestein xiii o l’approvazione del
negoziato Tisa xiv. Quella direttiva ancora oggi, dopo l’approvazione decisamente ridimensionata che se ne
ebbe proprio a causa della mobilitazione diffusa in tutta Europa, (vedi caso mercati rionali xv, può rivelare
amare sorprese per le imprese italiane piccole e medie.
(vi)
the negotiations should meaningfully address and remove the current US restrictions on maritime
and air transport services owned by European businesses as a result of US legislation such as the Jones Act,
Foreign Dredging Act, the Federal Aviation Act and the US Air Cabotage law and in relation to capital
restrictions on foreign ownership of airlines, which seriously hinders market access for EU companies as
well as innovation in the US itself;

(vii)
to build on the joint statement reflecting the negotiators’ clear commitment to exclude current and
future Services of General Interest as well as Services of General Economic Interest from the scope of
application of TTIP, (including but not limited to water, health, social services, social security systems and
education), to ensure that national and if applicable local authorities retain the full right to introduce,
adopt, maintain or repeal any measures with regards to the commissioning, organisation, funding and
provision of public services as provided in the Treaties as well as in the EU's negotiating mandate; this
exclusion – to be consolidated in a specific positive list - should apply irrespective of how the services are
provided and funded;
25. L’impegno ad escludere in toto i servizi di interesse generale e di interesse economico generale dalla
portata del TTIP va consolidata in un’apposita lista positiva di servizi esclusi da negoziare e allegare al
trattato come propria parte integrante
(viii)
to strive hard to ensure mutual recognition of professional qualifications, notably via the creation of
a legal framework with federal states that have regulatory powers in this domain, in order to enable EU and
US professionals to practise on either side of the Atlantic and to facilitate mobility of investors,
professionals, highly -skilled workers and technicians between the EU and the US in sectors covered by TTIP;
26. vedi nota 23
(ix)
to bear in mind that visa facilitation for European service and goods providers is a key element for
taking advantage of the agreement and to increase, in the context of the negotiations, political pressure on
the US to guarantee full visa reciprocity and equal treatment for all citizens of EU Member States without
discrimination as regards their access to the US;
27. vedi nota 24
(x)
to combine market access negotiations on financial services with convergence in financial
regulation at the highest level, in order to support the introduction and compatibility of necessary
regulation in order to reinforce financial stability, to ensure adequate protection for consumers of financial

goods and services and support ongoing cooperation efforts in other international forums, such as the Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision and the Financial Stability Board; to ensure that these cooperation
efforts do not limit the EU and member states regulatory and supervisory sovereignty, including their ability
to ban certain financial products and activities;

(xi)
to establish enhanced cooperation between the EU, the Member States and the US, including
mechanisms for more efficient international cooperation with the aim to set global higher standards against
financial and tax criminality and corruption;

(xii)
to ensure that the EU’s acquis on data protection and privacy is not compromised through the
liberalisation of data flows, in particular in the area of e-commerce and financial services, while recognizing
the relevance of data flows as a backbone of transatlantic trade and the digital economy; to incorporate, as
a key point, a comprehensive and unambiguous horizontal self-standing provision, based on Article XIV of
the General Agreement on Trade in services (GATS), that fully exempts the existing and future EU legal
framework for the protection of personal data from the agreement without any condition that it must be
consistent with other parts of the TTIP; to negotiate provisions which touch upon the flow of personal data
only if the full application of data protection rules on both sides of the Atlantic is guaranteed and respected
to cooperate with the United States in order to encourage third countries to adopt similar high data
protection standards around the world;
28. Sia la protezione dei dai sia la privacy vanno incorporati ed esplicitati perché sono diritti umani, perché
sono inseriti entrambi nell’EU Charter of Fundamental Rights e nell’European Convention on Human Rights.
Allo stesso modo chiediamo l’esclusione della citazione del GATS come base della cooperazione regolatoria
perché garantisce un livello di protezione più basso di quanto richiesto dalle fonti precedentemente citate. Il
mandato negoziale dato dal Consiglio europeo non ha attribuito alla Commissione il mandato a negoziare la
protezione dei dati per cui ogni aggiustamento all’attuale cornice normativa sul tema dovrebbe essere
discussa in altre sedi, non certo in un negoziato commerciale.
(xiii)
to keep in mind that the consent of the European Parliament to the final TTIP agreement could be
endangered as long as the US blanket mass surveillance activities are not completely abandoned and an
adequate solution is found for the data privacy rights of EU citizens, including administrative and judicial
redress, as stated in the paragraph 74 of the Parliament resolution of 12 March 2014;

(xiv)
to ensure that the trust between the EU and US, which was damaged by mass surveillance scandals,
be rapidly and fully restored;

(xv)
to include am ambitious chapter on competition ensuring that European competition law is
properly respected particularly in the digital world; to ensure that private companies can compete fairly
with state-owned or state-controlled companies; to ensure that state subsidies to private companies should
be regulated and subject to a transparent control system;

29. Anche questo tema è fuori dalla portata del mandato, quindi deve essere escluso dal negoziato TTIP
(xvi)
to call for open competition in and development of the digital economy, which is by nature global
but has its main bases in the EU and the USA; to emphasise in the negotiations that the digital economy
must be central to the transatlantic market, with leverage in the global economy and in opening up global
markets further;

(xvii) to keep in mind regarding information society services and telecommunications services, that it is of
particular importance that the TTIP ensure a level playing field with equal and transparent access based on
reciprocity for EU service companies to the US market and with an obligation on US service providers to
respect and comply with all relevant industry and product safety standards and consumer rights when
providing services in Europe or to European customers;

(xviii) to ensure in the agreement, in full compliance with the UNESCO Convention on the protection and
promotion of the diversity of cultural expressions, that the parties, reserve their right to adopt or maintain
any measure (in particularly those of a regulatory and/or financial nature) with respect to the protection or
promotion of cultural and linguistic diversity, in line with the relevant Articles as established in the Treaty on
the Functioning of the European Union, as well as media freedom and media pluralism, irrespective of the
technology or distribution platform used and keeping in mind that the mandate given to the European
Commission by the Member States explicitly excludes the audiovisual services;

(xix)
specify that nothing in the agreement shall affect the ability of the EU or EU Member States to
subsidise and provide financial support to cultural industries and cultural, educational, audiovisual and
press services;

(xx)
confirm that fixed book price systems and price fixing for newspapers and magazines will not be
challenged by the obligations under the TTIP agreement;

(xxi)
given the huge interest on the part of European companies, notably SMEs, in obtaining nondiscriminatory access to public contracts in the US both at federal and sub-federal level, for example for
construction services, civil engineering, transport and energy infrastructure and goods and services, to have
an ambitious approach to the chapter on public procurement, while respecting the compliance of the
chapter with the new EU public procurement and concession directives, with a view to remedying, in line
with the principle of reciprocity, the large disparity that currently exists in the degree of openness of the
two public procurement markets on both sides of the Atlantic by significantly opening up the US market
(still governed by the Buy American Act of 1933) at federal and sub-federal level alike building on
commitments made in the Agreement on Government Procurement (GPA) and by removing the restrictions
that currently apply at federal, state and local level alike in the United States; and to set up mechanisms to
guarantee that commitments entered into by the US federal authorities will be honoured at all political and
administrative levels;

30. Non sono le SMEs europee a potersi giocare un ruolo negli appalti statali Usa, siamo seri!
Siamo sicuri che sia il Buy American di Obama a sbagliare strada, ossia reclamare il diritto di orientare lo
sviluppo economico e industriale con “il voto nel portafoglio”, o non è piuttosto l’Europa cieca nell’aver
rinunciato alle proprie politiche pubbliche di intervento economico per rispettare quelle regole dettate
dall’Organizzazione mondiale del commercio che nessuno, e soprattutto i grandi player come Usa, India,
Cina e Russia, rispettano?
Siamo sicuri di voler, così, mettere a rischio per il principio della reciprocità commerciale tutte quelle
politiche di public procurement e green public procurement statali , regionali e locali che in Europa hanno
sostenuto anche molte innovazioni produttive e start-up nel campo della promozione ambientale e sociale,
oltre che il sostegno a molte esperienze di economia locale e di filiera corta?
(xxii) to ensure, with the aim of creating open, non-discriminatory and predictable procedural
requirements ensuring equal access for EU and US companies, especially SMEs, when tendering for public
contracts, that the US increases the transparency of the adjudication process in force on its territory;

(xxiii) to promote EU-US cooperation at the international level in order to promote common sustainability
standards for public procurement at all federal and sub-federal levels of government, inter alia in the
implementation of the recently revised Government Procurement Agreement; and the adoption and
observation of social responsibility standards by businesses based on the Guidelines for Multinational
Enterprises of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD);

(xxiv) to ensure that the US states are included in the negotiation process in order to achieve meaningful
results in opening up US public procurement contracts to EU companies;
31. vedi nota n. 30
(xxv) to be aware regarding public procurement of the sensitive nature of the fields of defence and
security and to take into account the objectives set by the Heads of States and Governments during the
2013 Defence Council to promote the establishment of a European security and defence market and of a
European defence technological and industrial base (EDTIB);

(xxvi) to ensure that the negotiations on rules of origin aim at reconciling the EU and US approaches and
at establishing effective rules of origin, thereby avoiding that rules of origin are undermined by other
agreements, to consider the negotiations as an opportunity to move towards common standards for
compulsory origin marking of products; given the conclusion of the negotiations for the Comprehensive
Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) between the EU and Canada and the potential upgrade of the EUMexico free trade agreement, the possibility and scope of cumulation will need to be considered; however
to keep in mind that the purpose of TTIP is to facilitate trade in genuinely US and EU made products and not
to allow imports from third countries, therefore exclusions for certain products will need to be considered
on a case by case basis and exclusions from all type of cumulation should be granted for sensitive sectors;

32. Le regole d’origine a livello europeo sono già fortemente indebolite ed hanno risentito, purtroppo, del
“chilling effect” del negoziato TTIP contro cui hanno levato la voce gli esperti delle Nazioni Unite. La
preoccupazione dell’importazione dalle terze parti è risibile quando è proprio ciò cui diversi portatori
d’interesse europei mirano: materie prime e semilavorati tessili, agricoli, agroalimentari, materie prime
energetiche, basi chimiche. L’Europa dovrà prima ben chiarirsi le idee xvi per presentarsi adeguatamente
preparata al tavolo di uno dei suoi primi contraffattori a livello mondiale xvii.
(xxvii) to ensure that TTIP is an open agreement, and to look for ways in which valued partners, which
have an interest in the TTIP negotiations because of Customs Union agreements with either the EU or the
US, can be more actively informed of the developments;

(c) regarding regulatory cooperation and coherence pillar and NTBs:

(i)
to ensure that the regulatory cooperation chapter promotes a transparent, effective, procompetitive economic environment through the identification and prevention of potential future non-tariff
barriers to trade, which disproportionately affect SME's, and the facilitation of trade and investment while
developing and securing the highest levels of protection of health and safety in line with the precautionary
principle laid down in Article 191 TFEU, consumer, labour environmental and animal welfare legislation and
of cultural diversity that exists in the EU; to support, whilst fully respecting regulatory autonomy, the
establishment of a structured dialogue and cooperation between regulators in the most transparent way
possible and involving stakeholders; to include cross-cutting disciplines on regulatory coherence and
transparency for the development and implementation of efficient, cost-effective, and more compatible
regulations for goods and services; negotiators on both sides need to identify and to be very clear about
which technical procedures and standards are fundamental and cannot be compromised, which ones can be
the subject of a common approach, which are the areas where mutual recognition based on a common high
standard and a strong system of market surveillance is desirable and which are those where simply an
improved exchange of information is possible, based on the experience of several years of talks in a variety
of fora including the Transatlantic Economic Council and the High Level Regulatory Cooperation Forum to
ensure similarly that it will not affect standards that have yet to be set in areas where the legislation or the
standards are very different in the US as compared with the EU, such as, for example, the implementation
of existing (framework) legislation (e.g. REACH), or the adoption of new laws (e.g. cloning), or future
definitions affecting the level of protection (e.g. endocrine disrupting chemicals); to ensure that any
provisions on regulatory cooperation in the TTIP do not set a procedural requirement for the adoption of
Union acts concerned by it nor give rise to enforceable rights in that regard;
33. Il paragrafo va cancellato perché, come si dice tra le righe, già esistono il Transatlantic Economic Council
e l’ High Level Regulatory Cooperation Forum – che funzionano male – a duplicare il lavoro dei forum
specifici sulla normazione e la standardizzazione (Unece, Codex Alimentarius, standard privati come Iso,
inter alia). Sono quelli, e non un organismo ad hoc creato dal TTIP, a dover lavorare sulla cooperazione
regolatoria e, se del caso, affrontare specifiche questioni transatlantiche. E’ di poco tempo fa la conclusione
del processo per l’armonizzazione degli standard del biologico xviii, o la revoca delle misure restrittive Usa
contro i nostri salumi, ottenuta senza scomodare un trattato transatlantico e con un processo pubblico e
accessibile che ha visto il coinvolgimento diretto dei legislatori xix

(ii)
to base negotiations on SPS and TBT measures on the key principles of the multilateral SPS and TBT
agreements and to protect European SPS standards and procedures; to aim in the first place at the
elimination or significant reduction of excessively burdensome SPS measures including related import
procedures; in particular to ensure that pre-approvals, obligatory protocols or pre-clearance inspections are
not applied as a permanent import measure; to achieve increased transparency and openness, mutual
recognition of equivalent standards, exchanges of best practices, strengthening of dialogue between
regulators and stakeholders and strengthening of cooperation in international standards-setting bodies; to
ensure in negotiations on SPS and TBT measures, that the high standards that have been put in place in
order to ensure food safety, human, animal or plant life or health in the EU are not compromised in any
way;
34. Gli standard Wto – gli unici “multilateralizzati” – su SPS e TBT sono molto bassi, e danneggiano i livelli
regolatori regionali ed europei, oltre a limitare, per via commerciale, l’autonomia regolatoria europea e
nazionale sui livelli di protezione da garantire. Per questo il passaggio va eliminato.
(iii)

to encourage the US side to lift the ban on beef imports from the EU;

35. vedi nota 33
(iv)
with regard to the horizontal regulatory cooperation chapter, to foster bilateral regulatory
cooperation in order to avoid unnecessary divergence, particularly as regards new technologies and
services, for the benefit of European and US competitiveness and consumer choice; to achieve this through
enhanced information exchange and to improve the adoption and implementation of international
instruments, whilst respecting the subsidiarity principle, on the basis of successful precedents such as ISO
standards or under the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe's (UNECE) World Forum for
Harmonisation of Vehicle Regulations (WP.29); to remember that the recognition of equivalence of the
greatest possible number of vehicle safety regulations based on a verified equivalent level of protection
would be one of the most important achievements of the agreement; to ensure that the prior impact
assessment for each regulatory act should measure its impact on consumers and the environment next to
its impact on trade and investment; to promote regulatory compatibility without compromising the
legitimate regulatory autonomy and policy objectives and the competences of the EU and US legislators;
36 vedi nota 33, ma ad ogni modo è capitale rivendicare l’autonomia delle autorità regolatorie stesse.
(v)
to aim to continue to guarantee a high level of product safety within the Union while eliminate
unnecessary duplication of testing that causes a waste of resources, in particular on low-risk products;

(vi)
to address customs issues that go beyond the WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) rules and
stress that, in order to achieve real administrative burden removal, there is a need to work towards a
maximum degree of regulatory alignment on customs and border related policies and practices;

(vii)
to define clearly, in the context of future regulatory cooperation, which measures concern TBT and
duplicated or redundant administrative burdens and formalities and which are linked to fundamental
standards and regulations, or procedures serving a public policy objective;

(viii)
to fully respect the established regulatory systems on both sides of the Atlantic, as well as the
European Parliament’s role within the EU’s decision-making process and its democratic scrutiny over EU
regulatory processes when creating the framework for future cooperation while at the same time ensuring
the utmost transparency and being vigilant about having a balanced involvement of stakeholders within the
consultations included in the development of a regulatory proposal and not do delay the European
legislative process; to specify the role, the composition and the legal status of the Regulatory Cooperation
Body, taking into consideration that any direct and compulsory application of its recommendations would
imply a breach of the law-making procedures laid down in the Treaties; to also monitor that it fully
preserves the capacity of national, regional and local authorities to legislate their own policies, in particular
social and environmental policies;
37. vedi nota 33 e successive
(d)

regarding the rules:

(i)
to combine negotiations on market access and regulatory cooperation with the establishment of
ambitious rules and principles bearing in mind that each pillar has specific sensitivities, on issues such as,
but not limited to, sustainable development, energy, SMEs, investment and state-owned enterprises;

(ii)
to ensure that the sustainable development chapter is horizontal, binding and enforceable and aims
at the full and effective (ratification), implementation and enforcement of the eight fundamental
International Labour Organisation (ILO) conventions and their content, the ILO's Decent Work Agenda and
the core international environmental agreements; provisions must be aimed at further improving levels of
protection of labour and environmental standards; an ambitious trade and sustainable development
chapter must also include rules on corporate social responsibility based on OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises and clearly structured dialogue with civil society;
38. Lo sviluppo sostenibile deve essere un principio trasversale a tutto il negoziato, altrimenti rischia di
rendere obbligatorie solo le misure specificamente “pro-sostenibilità” e non obbligatoriamente sostenibile
tutto l’impianto del Ttip, ammesso che lo possa essere un trattato che ha come suo primo obiettivo e
peculiare scopo la facilitazione commerciale. Oltretutto la definizione di “binding” è generale, non esiste
infatti alcun meccanismo nei trattati di libero scambio conclusi dall'UE in cui la non ottemperanza delle
Convenzioni ILO o dei Multilateral Environmental Agreements porti a sanzioni, come invece avviene per
altri trattati negoziati da altri Paesi (vedi il meccanismo inserito nel Sustainable Dvelopment Chapter del
CAFTA, il free trade agreement tra USA e Paesi centramericani e il caso USA vs Guatemala)
(iii)
to ensure that labour and environmental standards are not limited to the trade and sustainable
development chapter but are equally included in other areas of the agreement, such as investment, trade in
services, regulatory cooperation and public procurement;

(iv)
to ensure that labour and environmental standards are made enforceable, by building on the good
experience of existing FTAs by the EU and US and national legislation; to ensure that the implementation of
and compliance with labour provisions is subjected to an effective monitoring process, involving social
partners and civil society representatives and to the general dispute settlement which applies to the whole
agreement
39. sarebbe davvero difficile individuare delle “buone pratiche” in questo ambito
(v)
to ensure, in full respect of national legislation, that employees of transatlantic companies,
registered under EU member state law, have access to information and consultation in line with the
European works council directive;

(vi)
to ensure that the economic, employment, social, and environmental impact of TTIP, is also
examined by means of a thorough and objective ex-ante trade sustainability impact assessment (SIA) in full
respect of the EU Directive on SIA, with clear and structured involvement of all relevant stakeholders,
including civil society; asks the Commission to conduct comparative in-depth impact studies for each
Member State and an evaluation of the competitiveness of EU sectors and their counterparts in the US with
the aim to make projections on job losses and gains in the sectors affected in each Member State, whereby
the adjustment costs could be partly taken up by EU and Member State funding;

(vii)
to retain the objective of dedicating a specific chapter to energy, including industrial raw materials;
to ensure that in course of the negotiations the two sides examine ways to facilitate energy exports, so that
TTIP would abolish any existing restrictions or impediments of export for fuels, including LNG and crude oil,
between the two trading partners, with the aim of creating a competitive, transparent and nondiscriminatory energy market thereby supporting a diversification of energy sources, contributing to
security of supply and leading to lower energy prices emphasises that this energy chapter must integrate
clear guarantees that the EU's environmental standards and climate action goals must not be undermined;
to encourage EU-US cooperation to end fuel tax exemptions for commercial aviation in line with the G-20
commitments to phase out fossil fuel subsidies;
40. Si chiede una facilitazione del commercio delle materie prime fossili, un vero non senso per una politica
europea che, nello stesso capitolo come nel quadro più generale, cerca sostenibilità. Un non senso
considerato che ad oggi: non esistono infrastrutture né esisteranno a medio termine capaci di liquefare e
trasportare il LNG dagli Usa all'UE; che i prezzi su altri mercati come quelli asiatici sono nettamente più
competitivi di quelli europei, motivo per cui il mercato europeo non è ad oggi un mercato di sbocco
attendibile. Una citazione sulla sicurezza energetica che non ha motivi razionali, se si considera il report del
PE “TTIP Impacts on European Energy Markets amd Manifacturing Industries” 1
(viii)
to ensure that the right of either partner to govern and to regulate the exploration, exploitation and
production of energy sources remains untouched by any agreement, but that the principle of nondiscrimination is applied once exploitation is decided; to keep in mind that nothing in the agreement should
undermine legitimate non-discriminatory democratic decisions with regard to energy production, in
1
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accordance with the precautionary principle; to ensure that access to raw materials as well as to energy
should also be granted on a non-discriminatory basis for companies from either the EU or the US and
quality standards for energy products must be respected, including those for energy products related to
their impact on CO2 emissions such as the one enshrined in the Fuel Quality Directive;

(ix)
to ensure that TTIP supports the use and promotion of green goods and services, including through
facilitating their development, and simplifies their exports and imports thereby tapping into the
considerable potential for both environmental and economic gains offered by the transatlantic economy
and complementing the on-going plurilateral negotiations on the Green Goods agreement with the aim of
contributing to fight combat global warming and to create new jobs in the “green economy;

41. Dietro la facilitazione al commercio dei green goods si nascondono interessi fortissimi di vecchi e nuovi
inquinatori. Spesso con queste politiche si spacciano false soluzioni ai cambiamenti climatici, e piani
marketingxx di quelli che in una recente pubblicazione abbiamo definito “I signori della green economy” xxi.
La liberalizzazione dei beni ambientali senza una rispettiva liberalizzazione delle politiche di brevetto non
permette una reale diffusione delle tecnologie.
(x)
to ensure that TTIP serves as a forum for the development of ambitious and binding common
sustainability standards for energy production and energy efficiency, always taking into account and
adhering to existing standards on both sides such as the EU energy labelling and eco-design directives and
to explore ways to enhance cooperation on energy research, development and innovation and promotion of
low-carbon and environmentally friendly technologies;
42. Vedi nota 4, 6 e in questo specifico ambito il forum più appropriato sarebbe UNFCCC e al massimo, AIE
in ambito OCSE
(xi)
to ensure that TTIP contributes to the sustainable management of fishery resources, particularly
through cooperation between the parties in combatting illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing (IUU);
43. Vedi nota 4, 6 e in questo specifico ambito il forum più appropriato sarebbe FAO

(xii)
to ensure that TTIP includes a specific chapter on SME’s in TTIP based on the joint commitment of
both negotiating parties and aims at creating new opportunities in the US for European SMEs (including
micro enterprises), on the basis of SME exporters’ actual reported experience, for instance by eliminating
double certification requirements, by establishing a web-based information system about the different
regulations and best practices, by facilitating access to support schemes for SME, by introducing ‘fast-track’
procedures at the border or by eliminating specific tariff peaks that continue to exist; it should establish
mechanisms for both sides to work together to facilitate SMEs’ participation in transatlantic trade and
investment, for instance through a common SME ‘one-stop shop’ with SMEs stakeholders playing a key role
in its establishment, which would provide specific information they need to export to, import from or invest
in the US, including on customs duties, on taxes, on regulations, on custom procedures and on market
opportunities;

(xiii)
to ensure that TTIP contains a comprehensive chapter on investment including provisions on both
market access and investment protection, recognising that access to capital can stimulate jobs and growth ;
the investment chapter should aim at ensuring non-discriminatory treatment for the establishment of
European and US companies in each other’s territory, while taking account of the sensitive nature of some
specific sectors; these should look to enhance Europe as a destination for investment, increase confidence
for EU investment in the US and also address investors' obligations and responsibilities by referring, inter
alia, to the OECD principles for multinational enterprises and to the UN principles on Business and human
rights as benchmarks;
44. Il fallimento del negoziato MAI (Multilateral Agreement on Investiments) alla fine degli anni novanta,
così come il tentativo di espansione dei negoziati Wto in ambito investimenti (Singapore issues) spinto da
Usa e Ue che ha causato il collasso dell’organismo a Seattle (1999), collasso mai più recuperato in sede
multilaterale, mostrano come il capitolo investimenti sia sempre stato in cima all'agenda delle éelite
economiche globali. Riteniamo, in coerenza con i problemi manifestatisi in quella sede di “tenuta” della
cornice normativa, che tantomeno una sede bilaterale sia la sede adeguata per trattare un’eventuale
progressiva liberalizzazione degli investimenti, stante la volatilità e la criticità cronica del settore a livello
globale.
(xiv)
to ensure that investment protection provisions are limited to post-establishment provisions and
focus on national treatment, most-favoured nation, fair and equitable treatment and protection against
direct and indirect expropriation, including the right to prompt, adequate and effective compensation;
standards of protection and definitions of investor and investment should be drawn up in a precise legal
manner protecting the right to regulate in the public interest, clarifying the meaning of indirect
expropriation and preventing unfounded or frivolous claims; free transfer of capital should be in line with
the EU treaty provisions and should include a prudential carve-out not limited in time in the case of
financial crises;
45. Vedi n. 44
(xv)
to ensure the applicability of international agreements, to bring an end to the unequal treatment of
European investors in the US on account of existing agreements of Member States; to ensure that foreign
investors are treated in a non-discriminatory fashion and have a fair opportunity to seek and achieve
redress of grievances while benefiting from no greater rights than domestic investors:
–
to build on the concept paper recently presented by Commissioner Malmström to INTA Committee
on May 7 and the ongoing discussions in the Trade Ministers' Council and to use them as a basis for
negotiations on a new and effective system of investment protection, as they provide very welcome
proposals for reform and improvement,
46. La relazione Malmström è pura riproposizione dell’ISDS sotto mentite spoglie, soprattutto formulata in
una modalità già formalmente respinta da parte USA e quindi formalmente non riproponibile sullo stesso
tavolo. Propaganda, non vero tentativo d’innovazione.
–
taking into account the EU's and the US' developed legal systems, to trust the courts of the EU and
of the Member States and of the United States to provide effective legal protection based on the principle
of democratic legitimacy, efficiently and in a cost-effective manner,

–
to propose a permanent solution for resolving disputes between investors and states which is subject
to democratic principles and scrutiny, where potential cases are treated in a transparent manner by publicly
appointed, independent professional judges in public hearings and which includes an appellate mechanism,
where consistency of judicial decisions is ensured and the jurisdiction of courts of the EU and of the
Member States is respected,
–
in the medium term, a public International Investment Court could be the most appropriate means
to address investment disputes;
47. vedi nota 5 e 16. Non ha senso un ISDS tra Usa e UE. La questione della Corte internazionale va discussa
nella comunità legale scientifica – non univoca a riguardo - e non imposta via TTIP per far passare una
soluzione scellerata come l’ISDS con la prospettiva di una futura conquista democratica

(xvi)
to ensure that TTIP includes an ambitious, balanced and modern chapter on and precisely defined
areas of intellectual property rights, including recognition and enhanced protection of geographical
indications and reflects a fair and efficient level of protection, without impeding the EU’s need to reform its
copyright system and while ensuring a fair balance of IPRs and the public interest, in particular the need to
preserve access to affordable medicines by continuing to support the TRIPS flexibilities
48. Un conto sono le IGs, un conto è la protezione del diritto di proprietà intellettuale che il Parlamento
europeo, respingendo la direttiva ACTA, ha preso molto sul serio e non può essere riproposta sotto mentite
spoglie in ambito TTIP. Il respingimento della direttiva avvenuto nel 2012, ha riconosciuto che la proprietà
intellettuale di per se’ non garantisce i diritti dei cittadini, ma troppo spesso cristallizza i privilegi di alcuni
operatori economici. Come in molti altri casi, se il TTIP ha senso che serva per aiutare a diffondere la cultura
delle IGs in Stati, quelli Usa, che non li riconoscono, la controversa materia degli IPRs va affrontata nelle sedi
proprie.
(xvii) to consider it to be of great importance that the EU and the US remain committed and engaged in
global multilateral patent harmonisation discussions through existing international bodies and thus cautions
against attempting to introduce provisions on substantive patent law, in particular with regard to issues
relating to patentability and grace periods, into the TTIP;

(xviii) to ensure that the IPR chapter does not include provisions on the liability of internet intermediaries
or on criminal sanctions as a tool for enforcement, as having been previously rejected by Parliament
including the proposed ACTA treaty;

(xix)
to secure full recognition and strong legal protection of EU geographical indications and measures
to deal with improper use and misleading information and practices; to guarantee the labelling, traceability
and genuine origin of these products for consumers and the protection of the know-how of producers as an
essential part of a balanced agreement;

(e) regarding transparency, civil society involvement, public and political outreach:

(i)
to continue ongoing efforts to increase transparency in the negotiations by making more
negotiation proposals available to the general public, to implement the recommendations of the European
Ombudsman, in particular relating to the rules on public access to documents;

(ii)
to translate these transparency efforts into meaningful practical results, inter alia by reaching
arrangements with the US side to improve transparency, including access to all negotiating documents for
the Members of the European Parliament, including consolidated texts, while at the same time maintaining
due confidentiality, in order to allow Members of Parliament and the Member States to develop
constructive discussions with stakeholders and the public,; to ensure that both negotiating parties should
justify any refusal to disclose a negotiating proposal;

(iii)
to promote an even closer engagement with the Member States, who were responsible for the
negotiating mandate which directed the European Commission to open negotiations with the US, with the
aim of forging their active involvement in better communicating the scope and the possible benefits of the
agreement for European citizens, as committed to in the Council Conclusions adopted on 20 March 2015, in
order to ensure a broad, fact-based public debate on TTIP in Europe with the aim of exploring resolving the
genuine concerns surrounding the agreement;
49. I problemi riconosciuti come tali vanno risolti, non esplorati. Non saremmo nemmeno alle “reading
room” nel Parlamento europeo se una forte preoccupazione non si fosse levata dalla società civile. Lungo
questa strada dobbiamo procedere, per risolvere tutti i problemi che incontriamo e per bloccare il Ttip se –
come riteniamo – sono talmente gravi e insormontabili da non poter essere risolti.
(iv)
to reinforce its continuous and transparent engagement with a wide range of stakeholders,
throughout the negotiation process; encourages all stakeholders to participate actively and to put forward
initiatives and information relevant to the negotiations;

(v)
to encourage Member States to involve national parliaments in line with their respective
constitutional obligations, to provide all the necessary support for Member States to fulfil this task and to
strengthen outreach to national parliaments, in order to keep national parliaments adequately informed on
the ongoing negotiations;

(vi)
to build on the close engagement with Parliament and to seek an even closer, structured dialogue,
which will continue to closely monitor the negotiating process and to engage on its part with the
Commission, the Member States, and the US Congress and Administration, as well as with stakeholders on
both sides of the Atlantic, in order to ensure an outcome which will benefit citizens in the EU, the US and
beyond;

(vii)
to ensure that TTIP and its future implementation is accompanied by a deepening of transatlantic
parliamentary cooperation, on the basis and using the experience of the Transatlantic Legislators Dialogue,
leading in future to a broader and enhanced political framework to develop common approaches, reinforce
the strategic partnership and to improve global cooperation between the EU and US;

ADD (Viii)
To suspend the negotiation of TTIP as long as the main concerns arisen from this report are not
addressed, and a real debate on the costs and benefits of TTIP has taken place with a structured mechanism
which involves all the Member States, their Parliaments, Local Authorities and citizens

2.
Instructs its President to forward this resolution containing the European Parliament’s
recommendations to the Commission and, for information, to the Council, the governments and
parliaments of the Member States, and the US Administration and Congress.
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Mr Alfred de Zayas, Independent Expert on the promotion of a democratic and equitable international order, Ms
Catalina Devandas Aguilar, Special Rapporteur on the rights of person with disabilities, Mr Dainus Puras, Special
Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental
health, Ms Farida Shaheed, Special Rapporteur in the field of cultural rights, Ms Gabriella Knaul, Special
Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers, Ms Hilal Helver, Special Rapporteur on the right to food,
Mr Juan Bohoslavsky, Independent Expert on the effects of foreign debts and other related international
financial obligations of States on the full enjoyment of all human rights, particularly economic, social and
cultural rights, Mr Léo Heller, Special Rapporteur on the human right to safe drink water and sanitation, Ms
Victoria Lucia Tauli-Corpuz, Special Rapporteur on the rights of indigenous peoples, Ms Virginia Dandan,
Independent Expert on human rights and international solidarity. - See more at:
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